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Status
 Closed

Subject
font colour and background colour drop downs 'empty' in wiki editor

Version
12.x Regression

Category
• Regression

Feature
Toolbars, Quicktags and Smileys
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Geoff Brickell

Volunteered to solve
Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by
Geoff Brickell

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (1) ①

Description
With a simple wiki page that uses the standard wiki editor the drop down menus for font colours and background colours are blank.

Occurs in 12.x at r49095

The editor settings when this occurs are:
Full WYSIWYG editor
BUT Wiki syntax is NOT used
Content is parsed like a wiki page

A show instance has been created which shows this bug/regression

fixed commit id=49334 - thanks jonny

Solution
r49334

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
4
Priority
28

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk▼

Ticket ID
5066

Created
Monday 16 December, 2013 08:19:00 GMT-0000
by Geoff Brickell

LastModif
Wednesday 08 January, 2014 16:42:20 GMT-0000

Comments

Jonny Bradley 08 Jan 14 13:17 GMT-0000

Looks to me like r49095 was in trunk, so shouldn't have affected this branch at all.

I think this is a consequence of the switch to Smarty inherited templates and the arrival of templates/layouts/classic/layout_view.tpl etc which was in r45793.

It seems now that header.tpl gets parsed before the middle content block, so any CSS added in toolbars (like this bit), plugins, modules etc will now get lost.

Don't know how to fix this, sorry😔

Attachments

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at